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"It is not my intention to doubt that the doctrines of the Illuminati and
principles of Jacobinism had not spread in the United States. On the
contrary, no one is more fully satisfied of this fact than I am”
– George Washington, 1798

Secret Societies
Are Very Real
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Fire: the First Technology

• Heating food to eat separates Man from all other creatures Burning Man
• Harnessed & controlled during Industrial Revolution shift from burning aboveground renewable biomass, to extracting and refining underground fossil fuels & chemicals
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• The only element created from others Earth, Air, Water exist independently
• Fire cult one of Man’s oldest
• Prometheus Greek mythology
•
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•
•
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Titan who stole fire from the gods, to share with all humans
Chained eternally to a rock his liver eaten every day by an eagle, until freed by Hercules
Married to Pandora first woman, sent by Zeus in retaliation; sent to earth with magic box
Her amphora released all evil into the world jar, box @

Eternal Flame Druids ruled by controlling access; sharing, even gifting, on their turf & terms
Archimedes magical fire - burned enemy fleet with concave mirrors
Greek Fire inspiration for Jack Parsons rocket fuel
The Phoenix Illuminati, Masonic Symbol; linked to BM by Crimson Rose
“Phoenicians”:Venetians Black Nobility, 1000 yr empire, UK oligarchy
Library of Alexandria 48 BC Great Fire, Caesar burned his ships
Rome fire 64 Great Fire. Nero fiddled while Rome burned – a Bard?
London 1666 Great Fire. Ended the plague. City of Westminster birth
George Washington Contocaurious, Bacon’s Rebellion – the OB
SF Earthquake 1906 90% of damage from fire, many deliberately lit
Many Freemasons in fire department
“We don’t just fight ‘em we light ‘em”
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Bumper Sticker by Kimric Smythe
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Druids and Fire

Power of fire control by fear, destroy homes, crops
Essential part of warfare burn bodies, heat troops
Federal Reserve symbol.
Caesar and the Druids
Oak wreath is a druid symbol
Bards, Ovates witch-doctor
Stonehenge, dolmens
World will be destroyed by Fire or Water
All Hallow’s Eve, Bone Fire, Trick or Treat
United Nations logo; UN is a
Wicker Man
Bohemian Grove Project
“Holly Wood”
Initiation into Mystery Schools Egyptian, Brahmin Mysteries
Sages – Archimedes, Merlin, John Dee, Rasputin
Druids today John Todd, top level Illuminati defector: “they’re druids”
33 degrees
of Freemasonry
Belief in Reincarnation, Spirits animism; druids were shamans
Magic Cauldron potions, poisons, alchemy
Formed in 1717, same year as Freemasons
Hellfire Clubs 1719
Freemasonry claims origin from Druids Naddreds – Serpent Kings; Sirius

“Druids administer these sacrifices. Effigies of great size interwoven
with twigs, the limbs of which are filled up with living people which
are set on fire from below, and the people are deprived of life
surrounded by flames” – Julius Caesar, the Gallic Wars, 55 B.C.
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Dr Rowan Williams
Arch-Bishop of Canterbury
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Illuminati Ritual, Eyes Wide Shut (Kubrick)

Psy-Op?
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“The world is governed by very different
personages from what is imagined by
those who are not behind the scenes.”
- Benjamin Disraeli, British Prime Minister
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Princess Elizabeth being initiated into the Druids, 1946
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City of London: Above the Crown
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Lord Mayor: Above the Crown
“the richest square mile in the world” actually 1.12 mi2

Population: 7,000
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Domine nos dirige
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“Lord, Direct Us”
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12 Tribes & Pharaoh

City of London
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The Queen has to ask permission to enter the City in
a special ceremony.
Within the City of London boundary, the Lord Mayor
walks in front of the Queen.
Everywhere else in her territories, the Queen walks first.

Her territories are 1/6th of all the land on Earth.

The Pentagon
one of the world’s biggest landowners
• Total US troops: 1,318,428
• 5000+ permanent bases in 80+ countries
• Special Operations Forces are active in 100+ countries
• The US has more than 800 bases in other countries
• Britain, France, and Russia COMBINED have 30 foreign bases
• Department of Defense global real estate portfolio:
• 276,770 buildings - $585 billion value
• 4,855 sites, 2.2 billion square feet
• 24.9 million acres (3.8 million CA, 3.5 million NV)
• This ranks as #8 on the list of largest landowners by area

Source: converge.co.nz, FAS

Military Sites
Source: readynutrition.com

Source: Business Insider

The City even has its own throne
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The Remembrancer Since 1571

Thank you for your request for information, copied below. You asked where
in the Commons Chamber the City of London Remembrancer is allowed to sit
and if we could show this on a detailed plan. This information is held by the House of
Commons
The City Remembrancer is able to sit in the under-gallery immediately behind the Serjeant at
Arms’ place, facing the Speaker’s chair but at the opposite end of the Chamber.
Other law officers and the parliamentary agents (who act on behalf of the promoters of
private bills) also sit in the under-gallery. Please note that those in the under-gallery are not
able to take any part in the formal proceedings in the Chamber.
the Serjeant’s chair which is to the left and slightly raised, and the under-gallery which is
further back behind wooden railings, along the rear wall and adjacent to the doorway.

James Bond is Real

• James Bond works for a banking cartel based in the City of London which uses intelligence
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

agencies and politicians as their front. His job is to infiltrate, investigate and assassinate rival cartel heads
around the world. He often travels to tax havens. Many of the stories have occult elements, such as voodoo
Ian Fleming Naval Intelligence, MI6, banking elite (Eton 1921-26; Orwell 17-21, Huxley 08-13,17-19)
Friend of Aleister Crowley (also Intelligence). Commander, Assistant to Director of Naval Intelligence. He was
the liaison officer between SIS, Political Warfare Executive, SOE, Joint Intelligence Committee, Prime
Minister’s staff. Hand-picked despite no obvious qualifications. 1941 US: Assisted in writing a blueprint for
Office of the Coordinator of Information, the department that turned into the Office of Strategic Services
and eventually became the CIA
Sir William Stephenson Fleming named the real Canadian it was based on: code name INTREPID

Hitler: "I have met with the Antichrist , he is cruel and intrepid. He frightened me.” Operation James Bond
Links between OSS, CIA, British Intelligence The Room, Astors, ULTRA, MAGIC; Wells WW1
Crowley, Fleming, Hess occultist parachuted into UK, locked up til 93; few visitors said “it’s not him"
Q is real: Qinetiq, US version In-Q-Tel; DARPA, CIA Directorate of Science & Technology; DERA, DSTL (UK)
26 movies, 7 actors, $6.2 billion recruitment and ideology; most successful film franchise of all time
Quantum of Solace
• Quantum is George Soros’s hedge fund funded by Rothschilds in 1969

• Diamonds are Forever (1971)

• Diamond-based laser real in 2013
• Artificial Diamonds real in WIRED 03,07,15

• SPECTRE: SPecial Executive for Counter-intelligence, Terrorism, Revenge and Extortion
• 9 Eyes: plot to pool data from multiple agencies; already exists and is called that; now 14VEY

•
•
•
•

Knights of The Garter, The Temple, Malta, Jerusalem: Intelligence and Freemasonry
Recruitment; All Souls, Balliol (Quigley); Fraternities
Casino Royale first book; villain Le Chiffre based on Crowley
2012 Olympics Queen and Daniel Craig, symbolizing the historic relationship
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Evolution of the Mystery Cult
from centuries B.C. to the 21st Century

Alchemy
Astrology
Theurgy
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John Dee’s Magickal Seal
Image: Anders Sandberg BY 2.0

Shiva at CERN
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Transhumanism
Neo-feudalism
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Bilderberg 2013 at The Grove
Image: Paul Joseph Watson via YouTube

Source: Frater Choronzon

Knights of Malta

From the Grand Lodge to the World
24 June 1717 United Grand Lodge formed in City of London; also Druid Circle of Universal Bond
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Secret Societies Colonized the Frontier
1899: 600 Secret Societies, 6 million members; US population 76,212,168 (1900)
1899: 1.4 million Freemasons (1.2m in Canada & US); 2011: 6 million (2m in US)

1776 Bavarian Illuminati

Source: Cyclopedia of Fraternities, 1899

1832 Skull and Bones
1847 Century Club
1872 Bohemian Club
1884 Fabian Society
1902 Pilgrims Society
1920 Royal Institute of International Affairs
1921 Council on Foreign Relations
1954 Bilderberg Group
1968 Club of Rome
1970 1001 Club
1973 Trilateral Commission

Hellfire Clubs
• Philip Wharton 1719 teenage duke
• Order of the Friars of St Francis
of Wycombe (Knights)
• Mad Monks of Medmenham Abbey
• Sir Francis Dashwood set up UK
postal service; Baron Ledespenser

• Ben Franklin set up US postal service
• Lord Sandwich Captain Cook, Hawaii
• Order of San Francisco
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Bohemian Grove
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“O thou, great symbol of all mortal wisdom,
Owl of Bohemia, we do beseech thee, grant us
thy counsel.” – “Sermon” of the Bohemian Grove

Helmut Schmidt, German Chancellor similar druidic rituals in Black Forest; “the most important grove”
Skull & Bones, Yale Chapter 322 of Germanic Order (Illuminati)
Daniel Coit Gilman, David Starr Jordan honorary members
Hearst journalists needed rich patrons
Manhattan Project
Star Wars
United Nations
Military - Presidio
Politicians, Media, Industry
Arts and theater
Academics, lectures
The Chalet
Camp Camping
Grateful Dead members
OSS, CIA
Bechtel – nuclear plants
Mark Twain, Jack London, John Muir
Republican Presidents
Image: Wikipedia
Belizean Grove female version

The Owl is an Illuminati symbol,
associated with Athena - Minverva
- Diana, the goddess of wisdom
and war. Bohemian Grove rituals
have also been associated with
Moloch, aka Ba’al or Baphomet –
a horned god who was worshipped
by sacrifice in a flaming effigy.
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Helmut Schmidt gives a lakeside chat (1991)
Image: infowars.com
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Bohemian Grove & Burning Man
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Elite crowd of movers and shakers (BG men-only, BM 39% female)
Remote location, “summer camp” adventure
Outdoor fire and Nature worship
Theme camps
Ban on commerce
Basis of the arts, Bohemian culture
Mixing lectures with revelry
Theatrical aspect
Costumes, masks, drag, nicknames
Druidic, Dionysian Rituals
Effigy burn
Ritual ceremonies
Robed lamplighters
Sacrifice
High-end networking opportunity, away from prying eyes
Many attend both events and Davos, Bilderberg, Summit, Singularity, TED
Elite get to let their hair down – burn Care, vs burn The Man
Non-elite can participate too artists, musicians, actors, servers, chefs, sherpas
Jocularity, “high jinks” at BG, “irony” at BM a “jinx” is a spell

Source: Forbes, Oct 99

Utopias MIND CONTROL THROUGH MAGICAL THINKING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Sir Thomas More “Utopia” 1516 Protestantism
Francis Bacon “New Atlantis” 1627 Inspired Founding Fathers
Hellfire Clubs link to postal service, Benjamin Franklin, early Internet, pornography
Crowley – Thelema Straight from Rabelais Gargantua: “do as thou wouldst”
Hippie Communes of 60’s 10,000+, connected via Whole Earth Catalog letters
Woodstock/Byrdsville Burned over district
Esalen itself
Esalen cults
Theosophy palace in LA pictured
Jack Parsons and Agape Lodge
San Francisco since the gold rush
Panama-Pacific International Exposition 1917
Entire premise of tech industry
“Black Rock City”
a world where everyone and everything is free, and you can
do whatever you will
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Movements Before BM
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Theater in the days of Plato and Aristotle
Before newspapers: theater as the status quo
Krampus pre-Christian Bavarian horned witch god
The spectacle: “the collapse
Dadaism street theater
of reality into the streams of
Fritz Lang Metropolis techno dystopia, burning man/machine
images products and
Discordians culture jamming
activities sanctioned by
Church of Subgenius avoid mainstream commercialism & absolute truths
business and bureaucracy”
Cacaphony/Cacophony/Cacophany Society
– Guy DeBord
The Internationals
Situationist International – Society of the Spectacle Tony Wilson Factory/Hacienda

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Andy Warhol’s Factory New York - pop attack debasing the value of Fine Art
Merry Pranksters, Grateful Dead, Acid Tests now the mainstream culture
Fluxus movement
Human Be-in Gathering of the Two Tribes
Diggers – Haight Ashbury
Communiversity
Suicide Club Jack Parsons did it first
Yippies political activism and pranking, street theater
The Farm autonomous zone (Army Street), mime troupe, punk club
Hakim Bey NAMBLA writer, Temporary Autonomous Zones
Survival Research Labs
Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence
Billboard Liberation Front

(New Order) joined club while at Cambridge; associated with Paris student revolution 1968

Images: starbucked.com, foundsf.org, Wikipedia
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Suicide Club: Cave Explorers

“Members must agree to set their worldly affairs in order to enter into the REAL world of
chaos, cacophony, and dark saturnalia, and they must further agree to live each day as
though it were their last, for it may BE. The club will explore the untravelled, exotic,
miasmal, and exhilarating experiences of life: deserted cemeteries, storms, caving,
haunted houses, Nazi bars, fanatical movements, hot air ballooning, stunts, exposes,
impersonation. The Club will be ongoing for the rest of our lives.” Suicide Club, 1977

•
•
•
•
•

Suicide Club 77-83 Cacophony 86-present
Military Batteries and Bunkers
Sutro Baths caves
Presidio, Marin Headlands labyrinth
Seems to be evidence of Satanic rituals

Image: Lacy Atkins, SF Chronicle

John Law, Michael Mikel, Larry Harvey
Image: M 2 Flickr CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

Pentagrams, candleabra, writing, drawings

• Some face Presidio base buildings
• Many wine caves in Napa, Sonoma “drunken half”

Images: WTK Photography

Rough Draft
THE CACOPHONY SOCIETY: YOU MAY ALREADY BE A MEMBER

First ever issue, 1986
Visual artists animators, illustrators, psychic, neon art
No mention of Cacophany til #4 (Dec 86)
Send images and text for “easy xeroxing”
Appears to be first attempt to link usergenerated content and desktop publishing
• It’s all about organizing events, that need to
have a newsletter that everyone sends their
content in to – sort of like WEC for group
activities.
•
•
•
•
•

“An outlet to get together for any type of activity that is selfexpressive, explores the world in a new way, or is just plain
fun...where anybody feels comfortable putting on an event or
class, and a group where people feel comfortable playing with
different creative processes even if the product doesn’t come
out to be hip and polished” – Saffron (Sara Jeziorski)
Rough Draft is a place where displaced extraterrestrials,
dreamers, artists, urban necromacers, inspired game
players, esoteric scholars, wandering spirits, playful
adults and wiley children can explore their ideas and
desires, and present them without restrictions. It is a
place to subvert our own and other peoples shopworn
personal realities
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Fringe Fun for Freaks

Images: Internet Archive

Neo-Primitive Costumes, Demons, Ritual Lying, Time Travel

Image: Internet Archive
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1989

Binary Bible

Images: Internet Archive

Rad Cult
Loose demon
Secret society
3 trips to LA
Live on the 4th
Mechanics
“Acid tears”
“Raw material”

1987

Images: Internet Archive

1988

1989

1990 1990

First Time We See the
Words “Burning Man”1989

It’s there with a mission to plant recording devices at a
theater before an appearance from Lt Col Oliver North, at
the time embroiled in the Iran/Contra drug-smuggling
scandal. This was a surveillance mission with the potential
to divert, disrupt, distract, dissuade, and deny built-in.
The structure and range of activities of the society seem
well suited for recruitment into psychological operations.
They also provide a convenient screen of plausible
deniability: “we were just goofing around in this silly
society”. Plain sight is the ultimate hiding place.

The description of the Cacophony Society is aligned to what
was required for the World Wide Web to build persistent
social communities in cyberspace; and what was outlined
by Lt Col Jim Channon in his First Earth Battalion manual.
June 1990

Images: Internet Archive

Oct 1990

Black Magick on the Internet
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Apple I: $666 bite links it to fall of Man, the serpent
Charles Babbage summoned Devil in a pentagram
Norbert Wiener and the Golem
SUBMIT
CONTROL
Mouse meek, sub-human, lab rat
Hack, Slash
Hit Keys, Punch cards
LOL = Lucifer Our Lord
Trolls
Daemons
DEMONstration
Gateway
Avatar god incarnating in material form as animal or mythical creature
Mirror occult concept
Image = i-Mage, FaceBook “fae spook”, Delete “d’elite”
Google Doodle goo goo doodle game
The “Net” capturing, trawling
The “Web” stickiness
Spiders, crawlers

• @ = All Seeing Eye, sacred spiral amphora
• # Hash tag military uniform stripes; hashashins; Bell Labs; checkmate
• CANCEL cancer, cancer cell; can sell your soul

• Return it belongs to someone else
• Enter enter into agreement; enter Plato’s cave
• Screen obscures what’s behind it

US Budget

The US spends 55%
of the entire world’s
military budget,
more than the next
ten countries
combined

We Don’t See How Militarized We Are
Most people live in urban areas 80.7% of US
Most bases very large far away from civilian population centers
NSA Data Center, Utah
Many DUMBS Deep Underground Military Bases; at least 132 in US
Civilians driving past can’t see much past secure fences
Wars are offshore drones flown from Creech AFB (Las Vegas), Ramstein (Germany)
Posse comitatus restricts domestic military operations rescinded by NDAA
Military intelligence, INSCOM, Office of Naval Intelligence, National
Reconnaissance Office, NGA, NSA, CIA, DIA “need to know” secrecy, compartmentalization
• 5 Eyes, 9 Eyes, 14 Eyes UKUSA, ULTRA-MAGIC deals; SkyNet (92)
• Artificial Intelligence invisible, secret, and always learning
• Internet, cellphones pervasive what’s behind the screen?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surplus equipment (unused), California

Source: 2010 Census

SkyNet 5D Satellite, UK Ministry of Defense

Military-Technology Complex
In 2015 Sergei Glazyev, an advisor to President Putin, said:
Moscow must gain total control of its Central Bank, preventing speculators
to move their credit around for non-productive purposes; Moscow should
also establish currency controls; and must create a central organization of
technological research to replace the loss of Western technology, imitating
the US methodology of rolling out from its centralized military research
those technologies that can be commercialized for the consumer market.

The methodology: develop advanced technologies in centralized
military research (SRI), then roll them out through Universities and
commercial companies for the consumer market (Silicon Valley) - and
create the cultural demand for them…

Image: Wikimedia

Shadow Economy
• US firms hold $2.1 trillion offshore to
avoid taxes; pile growing 8%/year
• 72% of Fortune 500 operate 7,622 tax
haven subsidiaries
• Top 5 tech companies have $451 billion of
offshore cash
• Shadow Banking System: $75 trillion
• 18-19% US income not reported to IRS $2 trillion/year, $500 billion lost taxes
• Average Size (% GDP):
Developed Countries 13.4%
Developing Countries 36%
• California (#8 economy in world)
15-17% of labor force;
$60-140 billion/yr

10% of UK GDP
20% of Greece, Italy GDP
30% of Russia GDP, 50% Ukraine
Half of UK bank notes are used to fund
the shadow economy
• European shadow economy €2.1 trillion
•
•
•
•

Source: Citizens for Tax Justice

Shadow Government: Oligarchy
Image: zengardner.com

In the Princeton and Northwestern study, “Testing Theories of American Politics: Elites,
Interest Groups and Average Citizens,” researchers compared 1,800 different U.S. policies that
were put in place by politicians between 1981 and 2002 to the type of policies preferred by
the average and wealthy American, or special interest groups.
Researchers then concluded that U.S. policies are formed more by special interest groups
than by politicians properly representing the will of the general people, including the lowerincome class.
“The central point that emerges from our research is that economic elites and organized groups
representing business interests have substantial independent impacts on U.S. government policy,
while mass-based interest groups and average citizens have little or no independent influence…
When a majority of citizens disagrees with economic elites and/or with organized interests,
they generally lose.”

Image: Business Insider
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Bilderberg
Group
Est. 1954

Secret annual meeting
of political & financial elites

Image: hangthebankers.com

147 Corporations Own The World

Control 40% of Global GDP

Image: University of Zurich

“The network of global corporate control”
Stefania Vitali, James B. Glattfelder, Stefano Battiston Zurich 2011

Networks of Networks
Top 20 Superconnected Companies
1. Barclays plc
2. Capital Group Companies Inc
3. FMR Corporation
4. AXA
5. State Street Corporation
6. JP Morgan Chase & Co
7. Legal & General Group plc
8. Vanguard Group Inc
9. UBS AG
10. Merrill Lynch & Co Inc
11. Wellington Management Co LLP
12. Deutsche Bank AG
13. Franklin Resources Inc
14. Credit Suisse Group
15. Walton Enterprises LLC
16. Bank of New York Mellon Corp
17. Natixis
18. Goldman Sachs Group Inc
19. T Rowe Price Group Inc
20. Legg Mason Inc

Networks of Networks
“Stanford Research Institute is plugged into at least 200 smaller "think tanks" doing research into
every facet of life in America. This is ARPA networking and represents the emergence of probably the
most far reaching effort to control the environment of every individual in the country. At present
Stanford's computers are linked with 2500 "sister" research consoles which include the CIA, CERN,
Bell Laboratories, U.S. Army Intelligence, The Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI), Rand Corporation,
MIT and its SRI equivalent the MITRE corporation, Harvard, UCLA.
The Pentagon uses SRI's master files extensively, and there is little doubt that other U.S. Government
agencies do too. Pentagon "command and control" problems are worked out by SRI.”
The first Internet connection was between SRI and UCLA, on Oct 29 1969.
Stanford provided a central role in the development of computers and the
Internet as the library cataloging all (D)ARPA documentation. When it
linked its library to info.cern.ch, the World Wide Web was born.
Stanford’s librarian coders have formed a Global Library Hive Mind, linking
the engineering departments of the world’s libraries together into a
massive mega-lib.
SAIL – Stanford Artificial Intelligence Lab
SLAC – Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
PARC – Palo Alto Research Center; Xerox/SRI research project
Center for Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences (IAS spin-off)
These groups played a fundamental role in the development of the World
Wide Web and the modern tech world. The mouse, the windows interface
that enabled both Apple and Microsoft, video games, SIRI, networking,
email, and the Internet and Web themselves all were hatched from SRI. The
global group of partners mean sometimes Apple is the right choice to
popularize a technology, sometimes it is CERN. SRI, and those pulling the
strings behind it, get to choose.

ARPAnet, 1978

Burning Man

Bohemian Grove

Image: tavistockagenda

Image: MIT

Stanford Research
Institute
SRI INTERNATIONAL
2100 employees
$540 million revenues
Primarily a military contractor gave birth to (D)ARPA
Non-profit subsidiary of Stanford set up after WW2
“SRI can be described as one of the jewels in
Tavistock’s crown in its rule over the United States”
– John Coleman

Image: SRI International, via Tumblr

Image: Wikipedia

PCs Came From SRI, made and sold
by Hippies and Deadheads

•
•
•
•

Mother of all Demos, Xerox PARC 68 Doug Engelbart, filmed by Stewart Brand
Xerox PARC part of SRI campus, both part of Stanford
Stanford Artificial Intelligence Lab same place Stewart Brand given tour 62
Gates & Allen (Windows) and Steve Jobs (Mac) both given
personal tours of PARC demos of windowing desktop, mouse, networked PC
Xerox invested in Apple right before its IPO and thus profited
Homebrew Computer Club funded from Stewart Brand social experiment
Brand ran multimedia for the Acid Tests acid via Capt. Al Hubbard, Stanford
Douglas Engelbart, Bill English, Alan Kay: windows interface, the mouse,

•
•
•
•
•
•

Some founders of Apple, SUN, MS, Ampex, many others: acid
Timothy Leary promoted PCs, cyberspace, virtual reality acid
Hippie heroes used to promote Mac “think different”, 1984
Steve Jobs TOP SECRET security clearance; acid
Steve Wozniak acid, hackers
Whole Earth Review first computer mag; acid

•
•
•
•

desktop publishing; acid

Video Games Came From SRI & MIT
•
•
•
•
•

Promoted by Stewart Brand in Rolling Stone 1972
Now $100 billion/yr industry
Funded by military, used for training
Now video game controllers drive drones and robots actual combat skills
ABC.XYZ (Google): world’s biggest manufacturer of military robots

Image: WIRED

Source: Rolling Stone, via wheels.org

Internet Came from DARPA

Images: Wikimedia commons

“Mommy, Where Does Venture Capital Come From?”

Sources: Pitchbook.com, Forbes

NASA has War Plans

The “Ultimate” Education
Approach - Plug and Play

and they include Psychological Warfare and Transhumanism
2001

Direct Silicon (or other such) device
connection to brain, (very rapid)
uploads, Education in minutes
instead of (many) years

Future Strategic Issues, 7/01

Revolution in Military Affairs
Army War College, Strategic Studies Institute by Steven Metz and James Kievit (1994)
Many American strategic thinkers believe that we are in the beginning stages of a historical revolution in military
affairs (RMA). This will not only change the nature of warfare, but also alter the global geopolitical balance…
This revolution is not only strategic. It is also fundamentally technological…
Advances in sensors and other elements of information technology may bring great benefits to conventional,
combined-arms warfare, but will have less impact in conflict short of war, which is most often won or lost through
the manipulation of images, beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions. These things rather than troop concentrations,
command and control nodes, and transportation infrastructure are the key military targets in conflict short of war.
This makes psychological technology much more important than strike technology. Ways must be found to use
emerging technology, including advanced artificial intelligence and information dissemination systems, to help
military strategists develop, implement, and continually improve methods of influencing opinion, mobilizing public
support, and sometimes demobilizing it…
Rather than being limited by 'constraints and countermeasures', there is another alternative: we could
deliberately engineer a comprehensive revolution, seeking utter transformation rather than simply an
expeditious use of new technology…
The future will most likely be dominated by…new forms of “spiritual” insurgency designed to radically alter the
ideological structure of regimes”

Julianne McKinney, former US Army intelligence officer, described the components of the RMA:
Satanic Cults; UFO cults; Directed-Energy Technologies; Neurocybernetics/Psychotechnologies;
Biotechnologies/Experimental Drugs; Multinational Government Contractors and Subsidiaries;
Investment Portfolios and Other Financial Inducements; Imported Foreign National Scientists; A
Controlled and Compliant Media; Decentralised US Government Control; An Induced Crime Wave.’
Director, Electronic Surveillance Project, Association of National Security Alumni
Images: usawc.org

Academic Cells HUMINT: recruiting networks of agents
By the interaction of these various branches on one another, under the pretense that each branch was an autonomous power, the influence
of each branch was increased through a process of mutual reinforcement. The unanimity among the various branches was believed by the
outside world to be the result of the influence of a single Truth, while really it was the result of the existence of a single group. Thus a
statesman (a member of the Group) announces a policy. About the same time, the Royal Institute of International Affairs publishes a study
on the subject, and an Oxford don, a Fellow of All Souls (and a member of the Group) also publishes a volume on the subject (probably
through a publishing house, like G. Bell and Sons or Faber and Faber, allied to the Group). The statesman’s policy is subjected to critical
analysis and final approval in a “leader” in The Times, while the two books are reviewed (in a single review) in The Times Literary
Supplement. Both the “leader” and the review are anonymous but are written by the members of the Group. And finally, at about the same
time, an anonymous article in The Round Table strongly advocates the same policy. The cumulative effect of such tactics as this, even if each
tactical move influences only a small number of important people, is bound to be great. - Carroll Quigley
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Military Warlocks, Psychic Spies
GRILL FLAME, JEDI, STARGATE, GONDOLA WISH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major General Albert Stubblebine head of INSCOM (military intelligence)
Lt Col Michael Aquino Mindwar, greater and lesser black magick
Lt Col Jim Channon
Hal Puthoff, SRI
Ingo Swann
Uri Geller
Ed Dames
Glen Wheaton
Russell Targ
Joe McMoneagle, Skip Atwater
Colonel John Alexander non-lethal warfare
Major General Paul Vallely
The AVIARY
Mingled with New Age – Esalen, TM, est, UFO conferences
Funding: Rockefeller, Werner Erhard, Human Potential Foundation
SRI projects at the Pyramids and Sphinx in the 70’s robots, radar

The Real Men Who Stare at Goats

Task Force Delta
130-person Army Think Tank
Study Thrusts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Process of Influencing People
The Process of Control
The Dynamics of Change
The Nature of Interdependence
The Science of Systems
The Dynamics of Force Readiness

“Task Force Delta’s effort needs the track of time. Just as we maintain our perspective
of the past and contact with the complexities of the present, our “First Earth Battalion” is
the prime place to put thoughts of the future through a basic Army perspective”

First Earth Battalion
“The First Earth is not mission oriented, it is potential oriented.
That means we shall continue to look everywhere to find non-destructive
methods of control…J.F.C. Fuller, the father of mechanized warfare, was an
omni-directional thinker and a member of the world of the occult.
Be a guerilla guru: explore the occult, the new age, the traditional, eastern
philosophy, and space age technology.” – Lt Col Jim Channon (Fuller was a disciple of Crowley)
The First Earth Battalion Operations Manual was funded by the Pacific Institute, whose founder Lou Tice
once said “I am a wizard and have godlike powers”

Source: US Army, arcturus.org

1982

Source: US Army, via arcturus.org

ARPANet 1982

Source: US Army, via arcturus.org

SpaceX
Blue Origin
Maker
Movement
Burners Without
Borders
Regional Network
Google
Burning Man
Cacophony Society

Benevolent Commando Projects

Source: US Army, via arcturus.org

Radical Self-Expression

Source: US Army, via arcturus.org

Transformation Engine

Source: US Army, via arcturus.org

“Be All You Can Be”

Lt Col Dr Michael Aquino

Images: The Lip TV, Buzzsaw via YouTube

Passing the Satanic Baton
It was to the mantle of Aleister Crowley that Michael Aquino seemed to
aspire. While LaVey used some of Crowley’s concepts and materials as they
suited him, Aquino took Crowley and his “gospel” quite seriously. In fact,
Aquino saw his mission as:
“…to destroy the influence of conventional religion in human
affairs...not so much that we want everyone to be converted
to Satanism as an institutional religion, but that we want to
unravel the web of fear and superstition that has
perpetuated all formal beliefs. Satanism should not be just
another religion. It should be an unreligion.”
Image: the National Enquirer
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MindWar THE PSYCHOLOGY OF VICTORY
“On the premise that war is endemic to the human disposition, MindWar
proposes to eliminate its killing and destruction by replacing it with a far more
powerful kind of war - one which focuses on the human mind both individually
and collectively. The persons and property of people are removed as targets,
replaced by the divisive situations and problems originating in their consciousness.
These are then controlled, adjusted, and reformed to produce a harmonious and
cooperative total environment.
The price for this solution is that, for the first time in practical history, the actual
machinery of human thought is accessed, by the methodical application of
science, psychology, and esoteric arts of antiquity. MindWar assumes, as did the
ancients, that the ultimate aspiration of mankind is to the Good. But, like the
Manhattan Project which rashly opened an earlier genie's bottle, MindWar could
be misused with even more ominous consequences. Devised to save humanity, it
could also supersede it. Hence this genie must be examined and evaluated while
its bottle is still sealed.
This book extrapolation and evolution of the original 1980 concept is not merely
theoretical. It proposes "laboratory" implementation through the structural
redesign of the U.S. Army’s three “Special Operations” branches: Psychological
Operations, Special Forces, and Civil Affairs.”
“There are some purely natural conditions under which minds may become more or less
receptive to ideas, and MindWar should take full advantage of such phenomena as
atmospheric electromagnetic activity, air ionization, and extremely low frequency waves”
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Church of Satan Master Plan
“The church cannot sustain itself on the altruism and loyal
dedication of its present “supermen” followers. In due time,
Images:
churchofsatan.com
after conditioning has been achieved and the movement has
grown vast, human potential can be categorized into shouters, money-donors, leaders,
legitimacy-providers, menial volunteers, etc. – just as past religions which have dealt
with human animals have done. Each person’s respective value can then be extracted,
and the Temples and Pleasure Domes can be built … according to our plans.”
“One of the main goals of the Church of Satan is to build pleasure domes in which the
members of the Church can indulge themselves in their personal desires. By having a
place to go where they can release their desires, the members can lead an unfrustrated
life in the everyday world…A pleasure dome would consist of many different rooms and
recreational facilities for the purpose of fulfilling each member’s personal desires.”
Michael Aquino on his time in the 306th Psychological Operations Battalion in LA in the 70’s:
“[T]he 306th seemed to attract every mad scientist, character actor, and miscellaneous weirdo in
the Los Angeles area. One group of officers, dearly beloved by the battalion, decked out their office
on the post as a medieval chamber, complete with candelabra, wine-bottles, sumptuous rugs, and
antique oak furniture. They were served wine by nude wenches, whose photographs appeared
charmingly on the walls. Often these gallants, who had forsaken ordinary U.S. Army uniforms for
custom-designed ones of Ruritarian splendor, would conduct impromptu duels with fencing
sabres. It was not uncommon for the battalion staff to be holding a briefing for the commander (a
World War II command bomber pilot) while the clash of steel was heard through the window.”
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Church of Satan & Transhumanism
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“Why do I prefer androids to many “real” humans?”
“Androids can be created, programmed, utilized exactly according the
Master’s whims. They require no energy-consuming interaction in order to
salve a non-existent ego. Yet even the semblance of an ego can be built into
an android via actions and words – but always according to the Maker’s
requirements. They can be shelved when they grow tiresome, brought back
out when needed, modified in appearance, and destroyed without moral
conscience.”
“They are ideal companions. They never talk back, unless you want them to, Image: YouTube
yet you can insult them to your heart’s content. Insofar as work is concerned,
that can be performed by either non-humanoid machines or humans of
limited intelligence operating machines of greater intelligence.” – Anton LaVey
Image: YouTube
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Pleasure Domes and Androids
“Of LaVey’s many radical ideas, none seems as radical as his proposal that Satanists create and
dwell in an artificial world and society of their own designs. Here he suggests a new view of
cosmology, one that is at once material and a product of the human imagination. The fourth point
of LaVey’s five-point program of Pentagonal Revisionism is the design and manufacture of
androids to act as artificial human companions or slaves. The fifth point of the program extends
this idea to total environments. These are to be privately owned and operated communities or
environments that totally conform to the aesthetic wishes of those living or visiting there…In
these total environments, the Satanist would be free from a kind of “aesthetic pollution” with
which he is usually constantly bombarded, much to the detriment of his ability to indulge his
desires”
“Humanity itself is divided into two groups: the Satanic nonconformists (who indulge their
genuinely individualized desires) and the “rubes” (who conform overtly or covertly to the herd
mentalities of religion, science, politics, fashion, the media, and so forth). The self-aware Satanist
is virtually always in a position to prey upon the rubes, the dupes of the mass mentality”
Image: YouTube
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The Pentagon:
world’s largest office building

6.5 million sq. ft
29 acre building
583 acre site
Walls 921 ft long
Center to point 0.3 mi
Black Rock City :
3650 acres
5.70 sq. miles
Sides 9610 ft long
Center to point 1.55 mi

The pentagram defines the
city edges, the
Center Camp keyhole,
and the position of
The Temple

The city is laid out like a clock
face, starting at 2 o’clock (R)
and going to 10 o’clock (L)
It is 66.6% of a circle

Kabbalah

Source: secretsinplainsight

“Yetzirah is known as “World of Formation” in the Kabbalah. It seems to me that is what Burning Man is about: envisioning new modes
of human interaction, a laboratory of culture, a world in formation” – secretsinplainsight.com

“I considered Burning Man to be a fulcrum for the evolution of consciousness on the planet, where cuttingedge scientists consorted with neo-pagan warlocks, and arcane bits of knowledge were exchanged at
hyperspeed. But it was also a carnal carnival, an evanescent parade of erotic possibility. Nakedness, body
painting, bizarre costumes, patterns of piercings, and every form of extreme self-modification became
commonplace sights after a few hours at the gathering. As a laboratory of the contemporary freakster
psyche, the gathering was not all sweetness and light.” – Daniel Pinchbeck, The Return of Quetzlcoatl

Similarities to Ancient Mystery Religion
Source: Rolf Gross
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Drugs
Sex
Ritual
Sacrifice
Indoctrination
Secrets
Fire
Dancing
Drumming
Theater
Smoke
Mirrors
Masks, costumes
Hypnosis
Egalitarian, inclusive slaves get to mix with elites; public display of class system
Utopian vision, life is better than the outside world Plato’s cave
Directly linked to Mystery cults and Rites of Eleusis by founder
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Neo-Feudalism: “New Dark Ages”
“Throughout the classic period of Western civilization, there existed a
diverse spiritual movement that is known as mystery religion. The
mystery cults, as they were called, arose within a new world order…
The mystery cults, long a dominant form of idol worship in the late
classical world, perished with the fall of Greco-Roman civilization. Yet
the modern immolation of the Burning Man, surrounded by impromptu
rites of celebration, forms an arresting analogy. The parallels are
striking, fire, sacrifice, pilgrimage, visionary spectacle, egalitarianism,
revelry, recruitment from an urban population, direct experience
opposed to doctrinal belief, and central to it all, a myth of death and
rebirth.
Organizers of this modern mystery disclaim any conscious plan to
reproduce the past. Yet it might be that culture itself, is responding to
the changing needs of our society. As students of ritual understand, the
past and present rotate on a single wheel of time.”
- Larry Harvey, Burning Man Founder – Gnosis magazine, 1995

Container ZERO 97 ex-Vietnam, Hughes Aircraft
“connects real-world Burning Man with virtual worlds on the Internet”
In addition to being the first container at Burning Man, it was named ZERO from a character in
the 1975 movie Rollerball: "We've Zero, of course. He's the central brain, the world's brain. Fluid
mechanics, fluidics. He's liquid, you see. His waters touch all knowledge."
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